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Brother Of Whiting Patient Tells Lawmakers Abuse
Started At Least 10 Years Ago

Al Shehadi testifies about the abuse his brtoher, William Shehadi, suffered in Whiting Forensic Institute.

 

Al Shehadi testifies about the abuse his brtoher, William Shehadi, suffered in Whiting Forensic Institute.

 

Josh KovnerContact Reporter

William Shehadi, the psychiatric patient who was the target of protracted abuse at Whiting Forensic Hospital,
was publicly identified for the first time since the scandal broke in powerful testimony before a legislative
committee Monday by his brother, who tore into management and said the abuse began at least a decade ago.

Seizing on a refrain from mental health Commissioner Miriam Delphin-Rittmon that the recent abuse is “not
who we are,” Al Shehadi, an executive at a nonprofit agency and a Greenwich resident, said, “When more than
40 of 200 staff at Whiting are implicated in an abuse scandal, when there is such an absence of accountability
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that the staff feel free to abuse a patient knowing there is a camera in the room, it may not be who you want to
be, but it is absolutely part of who you are.”

Al Shehadi had refrained from public comment as concerns about Whiting Forensic arose through the spring and
summer, with the arrests of 10 state nurses and treatment workers on charges of cruelty. The 10 were among a
total of 37 workers suspended in the scandal, and up to 48 workers who were identified as having some role. The
maltreatment was captured on surveillance tape from the camera in Bill Shehadi’s room in unit six at maximum
security Whiting Forensic.

Monday afternoon, he faced the committee and held the lawmakers and the audience in the hearing room
spellbound, methodically, but in a voice underpinned by pain and grief, describing his personal connection to
what is being portrayed more and more as a culture of abuse at Whiting Forensic.

Shehadi said he decided to testify to put a face on his brother — acquitted of manslaughter by reason of mental
disease or defect in the death of their father 22 years ago — and to cast light on the administration at Whiting.

The allegations, the video tape and Shehadi’s testimony provide a glimpse into the closed world of Whiting and
the wider Connecticut Valley Hospital campus in Middletown.

Al Shehadi said he girded himself before watching up to five hours of the soundless, raw video footage, but said
he was still unprepared for what he saw. The surveillance videos, viewed by state police detectives, showed a
male nurse gyrating his groin on the patient’s face, workers kicking him, throwing him out of bed in the pre-
dawn hours, dousing him with liquid, pulling the sheet over his head, blasting him in the face with an
aerosol can.

The abuse also included workers mopping Bill Shehadi’s head and placing a diaper over his head. And there was
hours of taunting, with seated workers propping their feet on the edge of Bill Shehadi’s bed, as if poised to kick
him again at any moment, and circling him menacingly, as if they were going to strike again. At times, Bill
Shehadi cowered on his bed or on the floor.

“The sheer scale of the abuse is incomprehensible,” Al Shehadi said, noting that he did a spreadsheet after
reading the arrest affidavits from state police detectives and counted at least 50 incidents of abuse over 24 days.

“The granddaddy of all days was March 11, with separate incidents caught on video at 1:04, 5:57, 8:14 and 8:19
a.m., and 7:02, 7:36 and 9:05 p.m. … I can’t help but ask, is this the tip of the iceberg? What else would we find
if we had access to more than 24 days of videos?”

Bill Shehadi’s 10-year, court-ordered commitment to Whiting Forensic ended in 2005. His confinement,
however, has been extended because of his mental illness, including delusions, compulsiveness and a range of
autism-like symptoms.

“When he was younger, he was quite smart and, in his own way, engaging,” Al Shehadi said.

Bill Shehadi graduated from Greenwich High School, earned an associate’s degree and was “a pretty good
photographer,” said Al Shehadi
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He descended into depression at age 21. More than 35 years later, he has been institutionalized for most of his
adult life, his bother said.

Recalling an exceedingly difficult time, Al Shehadi said that when his bother killed their father, “he didn’t know
what he was doing because of his illness, but the loss is the same.”

He acknowledged that his brother can be a difficult patient, “poor at reading social cues and prone to inflexible,
ritualistic behavior such as walking around a room, repeatedly tapping each of the four walls or flipping a light
switch on and off, over and over again.

“He is not easy on himself or those around him, whether family, other patients or staff,” said Al Shehadi.

But, he said, none of that excuses what he said has been a hellish experience for his brother.

In the earlier years of his confinement, Bill Shehadi “was held in physical restraint for the better part of three
years, largely tied to a bed,” Al Shehadi said.

“His medical records include letters he wrote to Whiting staff alleging abuse. One letter from 10 years ago that I
recently received a copy of, says: ‘Today I was put in seclusion. I was threatened, humiliated and abused.’ That
was far from the only letter. I’d like to hear from Whiting management what was done in the wake of such
letters.”

Shehadi said he hoped “the suffering inflicted on my brother will lead, through the work of this committee, to a
safer facility, a more accountable department and a higher quality of life for all patients at Whiting.”

Ten years ago, the U.S. Department of Justice eviscerated Connecticut Valley Hospital in an investigation in
2007 related to patient suicides and physical conditions.

Al Shehadi said it defies explanation that, given the regulatory record, an abuse scandal was allowed to fester a
decade later.

At Whiting Forensic, $1,500 is spent per day, or $567,000 annually, to treat each patient, and workers with
$60,000 base salaries routinely earn six-figure incomes through overtime.

Sen. Heather Somers, a Republican of Groton and co-chairwoman of the public health committee, said the abuse
has shattered public confidence in the system.

Under earlier questioning from the committee on Monday, Commissioner Delphin-Rittmon acknowledged that
some of the arrested workers may have used “fear and intimidation” to keep the abuse quiet.

Delphin-Rittmon told the legislature’s public health committee that the abuse was contained to a “pocket” of
workers at Whiting.

But Rep. Jonathan Steinberg, D-Westport, said he was “not sure everyone here would agree” about abusive
behavior not being pervasive at maximum security Whiting, which treats patients who have been acquitted of
crimes by reason of insanity.

Cameras at Whiting have a constant feed to a nursing station — but mental health officials acknowledged that
the feeds were not routinely monitored. The protracted, unprovoked abuse of Bill Shehadi was captured on
videotape, but it took a whistleblower to get officials to look at the tape.

“We never thought the people arrested would be capable of doing what they did,” said Paul Dileo, the chief
operating officer at the Department of Mental Health and Addiction Services. “After seeing that, we took these
other, extraordinary steps. We view (cameras) as one tool to ensure patient safety and to try to change the culture
at Whiting.”
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